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1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been proved (Lax [I], MacCamy-Mizel [2]) that the equations of 
one-dimensional nonlinear elasticity do not admit, in general, smooth 
solutions in the large. It is expected though, that if the stress depends 
on the history of motion in an appropriate fashion, then smooth solutions 
exist. 

The simplest model of a solid with history dependence is provided by 
one-dimensional viscoelasticity, where the stress a is a function of the 
deformation gradient u, and its time derivative zi, . Greenberg, MacCamy and 
Mizel [3] have considered the semilinear case, cr(uZ , zi.) = ~J(zL~) + ti, where 
93 is a strictly increasing function. They prove the existence of a unique 
solution which is asymptotically stable. 

In this paper we consider the traction boundary value problem in the 
general case where O(U, , ti,) may be nonlinear in both u, , zi, . The form 
of the dependence of CT(U~ , 2%) on ti, is restricted by the requirement that 
the viscosity be bounded away from zero. On the contrary, the dependence 
on U, is essentially unrestricted apart from certain requirements of 
boundedness. 

It turns out that the viscoelastic part dominates the elastic part and secures 
the existence of a unique solution in the large. This solution is smooth 
enough so that all derivatives entering the equation of motion are Holder 
continuous. The tools of the proof are certain “energy” estimates combined 
with known a priori bounds from the theory of parabolic equations, and 
the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem. 

In the final part of the paper, we investigate the asymptotic stability of 
the solution. The mechanism which provokes the decay of the solution is 
induced by the viscosity. On the other hand, the number and the nature 
of all possible static configurations depend entirely on the elastic part of 
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the stress. Since we have allowed a broad variety of forms in the elastic 
part, it is to be expected that the problem of asymptotic stability will be 
of some interest. Somewhat surprisingly it turns out that the solution is 
always asymptotically stable in the sense that the stress, the velocity, and 
the acceleration decay to zero as time grows to infinity. The deformation 
gradient is not necessarily asymptotically stable and may tend to infinity 
with time. 

Quite similar results can be obtained by the same method for the boundary 
value problem of place. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE NIIXED INITIAL-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 

We consider a one-dimensional homogeneous1 body whose reference 
configuration is the interval [0, 11. The motion of the body in the time 
interval [0, T] is described by the displacement function 21(x, t) on the 
quadrangle &, where QT 3 (0, 1) x (0, T). We assume that the stress is a 
function of 21, , zi, , 

u = 421, ) 2q 

which satisfies the following conditions: 

1. u(p, 4) is continuous and continuously differentiable in both arguments. 
Furthermore, the partial derivatives u,(p, q), a,(?, 4) are locally Holder 
continuous in RZ with exponent cz, 0 < 01 < 1. 

2. There exist positive constants K, N such that for all p, 4, 

I %(P? 411 G m%(P, dY* 

3. u(0, 0) = 0. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

The equation of linear momentum takes the form 

pii = +b , GJZ +f(% t) (2.4) 

where the density p is a positive constant and f E Co(&) is an assigned 
body force. By a solution of (2.4) in & we mean a function U(X, t), U, zi, 24, , 

1 The assumption of homogeneity is made for the sake of simplicity. The analysis 
can be immediately extended to nonuniform materials, provided that the dependence 
of the density and the stress on the reference configuration is sufficiently smooth. 
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$2 z&z f hc > zi,, E CO(&), which satisfies (2.4) for all (x, t) E& .2 We are 
interested here in a solution u(x, t) which assumes boundary conditions 

and given initial conditions, 

u(x, 0) = U”(N), qx, 0) = zP(x), x E [O, 11. (2.6) 

Obviously, for the existence of a solution in the above sense, it is necessary 
that 

+“~(o), ziO,(0)) = q)(O), 

Experience with parabolic equations indicates that (2.1) is a natural 
restriction. This condition refers to the viscoelastic part and can be inter- 
preted as a requirement for the boundedness of the viscosity away from zero. 
Note also that (2.1) is in accordance with the Clausius-Duhem inequality. 

Condition (2.2) which refers to the elastic part is rather general. Even 
so in various special cases this condition can be relmed. For example, if 
a@, ) ZiJ = y(z&) + ti, , (2.2) may be replaced by the weaker o,(p, 4) 3 -N.3 
In Section 4, we demonstrate that condition (2.2) alone is not capable of 
guaranteeing the asymptotic stability of solutions and we propose an addi- 
tional restriction. 

The boundary conditions (2.5) are ordinary differential equations for the 
functions z1,(0, t), ~~(1, t). Under the current assumptions on ~(p, q), there 
exist unique smooth solutions of (2.5), , (2.5), with initial conditions 
uoz(0), uO,(l) respectively. For simplicity, we will consider the problem of 
existence only for the special case oo(t) = or = 0, t E [0, 2’1, I~O,(O) = 
zoo, = 0, ziO,(O) = ziO,(l) = 0. Then (2.5) yield 

z&(0, t) = zc,(l, t) = 0, t E [O, T]. (2.8) 

The influence of boundary conditions on the asymptotic behavior of solutions 
is very interesting and hence, in Section 4, we do not confine ourselves to 
the case (2.8). 

a The solution will be physically meaningful only if u1 f -1 in & . 
3 In fact in this case it is possible to establish an a priori inequality of the form 

supQ, 1 tt, 1 Q c(T), and the analysis of Section 3 is then applicable. Thus, if the 
initial data are sufficiently small in an appropriate sense, the condition zdc, > -1 
will be satisfied in QT. If v is nondecreasing, c(T) can be selected independent of T. 
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 

We first prove a uniqueness theorem: 

THEOREM 3.1. For give f(~, t), z&(x), C”(X), tliere is at most one solution 
of (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) in QT. 

Proof. Suppose there exist two solutions 0(x, t), zJ2)(x, t). Set 
V(X, t) E 0(x, t) - zP(x, t) and note that 

where use has been made of the mean value theorem. We multiply the above 
equation by ti and we integrate over the quadrangle Qt = (0, 1) x (0, t), 
t E (0, T]. After an integration by parts, 

II t 1 t 1 1 
G,vztiz dx dr + ss cT,tiz2 dx dr = -4 

I 
z?(t) dx < 0. 

0 0 0 0 0 

Recalling (2.1), (2.2) and applying Schwarz’s inequality we end up with 

t1 ss ei 2 dx dr < N” t e 
0 0 SI 

‘v 2 dx dr 
‘K ooz * (3.1) 

From the equation v,(x, t) = $ tiz(x, T) dT and Schwarz’s inequality, it 
follows that 

I 
1 .t 1 

v,~(x, t) dx < t 
JI 

dz2 dx dr. 
0 0 0 

Combining the above estimate with (3.1) and using Gronwall’s inequality 
(e.g. [4], p. 24) we deduce v(x, t) = 0 on &- . Q.E.D. 

urns out that the existence theorem can be formulated efficiently in 
terms of certain Banach spaces which are familiar from the theory of equations 
of parabolic type. We recall the definition of these spaces. 

DEFINITION. Let 0 < ,6 < 1. By C”+a[O, 11, k = 0, l,..., we denote the 
set of functions on [0, I] which are k times continuously differentiable, their 
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derivatives being Holder continuous with exponent /3. For W(X) E Ck+fi[O, 13, 
we set 

The set of functions on &. which are Holder continuous (exponent /I> with 
respect to the distance function d((x, t), (x’, t’>) = {I x - X’ j2 f 1 t - t’ i>i12 
will be denoted by Ca(&). With every ~(Iv, t) E P(&), we associate the norm 

In terms of I/ . II8 , we define the norms 

II v Ii 1fR = II CJ IL3 + II ?I! /I4 3 

II v llBfP = Ii v IIs + I! 5 lb -I- II v, !!B + II uzs Ilo , 

Ii/ v Ill I+R = Ii v I!E-B + II c l/1+,5 , 

Ill v lil t+R = II v IL?+6 + II d l/z+a - 

By P+B(&), Ca+a(&), EP+a(&), B2fs(&) we denote the sets of functions 
v(x, t) for which the norms // v I!r+a , /j v &+a , 111 v i111.,.19 , ~/j v j&a I respectively, 
are defined and finite. 

All the sets defined above are Banach spaces with respect to the indicated 
norm. For their properties we refer to Friedman [fl. 

We now state the existence theorem: 

THEOREM 3.2. Let uO(x), Co(x) E C2+a[0, 11, ~~~(0) = uoz(l> = 0, ziO,(O) = 
t;O,(l) = 0, f(x, t) E Cm@,). Moreover, assume that f possesses a generalized 
derivative feL2(QT). Ti Zen theye exists a solution u(x, t) E Bzfor(&) of the 
equation (2.4) with boundary conditions (2.8) and initial corzditions (2.6). 
Furthermore, u possesses a generalized derivative ii, E L2(QT). 

The proof of the above theorem is lengthy. For convenience, it will be 
partitioned into several lemmas. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let 9(x, t), #(x, t), f(x, t) E c’(&), 0 < p < 1, #(x, t) > K. 
Furthe-rmore, let aO(x), co(x) E C2+B[0, 11, uO,(O) = 24oo,(1) = 0, J”,(O) = 
GO,(l) = 0. Suppose that u(x, t) E B2fs(&) is a solution of the equation 

pii = cp(x, t) u,, + $(% t> &, i-f@> t) (3.2) 
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ilz &- with boundary conditions (2.8) and initial conditions (2.6). Then there 
exists a comtant C, depending 09dy 092 /3, p, K a9zd on upper bounds of 11 q~ /Is , 

II # Ilo , T, such that 

Ill 21 /l/2+19 d Clmflls + I u” l2+e + I zi” h+al* (3.3) 

Proof. By symmetric reflections upon the lines x = 0, 31, +2,... we 
extend the functions P(X, t), #(x, t), f(x, t), zc(x, t) onto (-co, CXI) x [0, T] 
and the functions u”(x), CO(X) onto (-a, co). Under this extension, the 
smoothness of all these functions is preserved and the extended u is a solution 
of the Cauchy problem for the equation (3.2) with initial conditions the 
extended uO(x), G”(X). Equation (3.2) may b e visualized as of parabolic type 
for zi with source term 9(x, t) u,, +f(~, t). Then for any rectangle 
QT = (0, 1) x (0, T), 7 E (0, T], the following estimate holds (Friedman [5], 
p- 1211, 

II 92 II 2+!3,a7 G C[ll d% 4 Km llm, + llflls,a, + I co L+d (3.4) 

The constant C depends only on /3, p, K, and on upper bounds of I/# &a, 
and 7, or, a fortiori, on upper bounds of I/# IJs,br and T. Note that ([Yj, p. 66) 

II Pm II&& d II 9) lkd, II %x Ila,b, d II v lls,br II Km lla.07 - (3.5) 

Furthermore, from the equations 

g u(s, t) = -g 210(x) + j-1 & 22(x, T) dr, 

K = 0, 1,2, and zi(,z’, tj = CO(X) + $, ii(x, T) dr, it follows easily that 

II 2.4 I12+s,~, < I co IB + I 1.4~ 12+18 + (7 + +T II 22 l12+~.~7 - (3.6) 

There exists 7 depending only on /3, p, K and on upper bounds of 

II Y Ilp.~T J II 4 II,M,, T such that 

C(T + +y II P Ila,&. < g. 

For such a 7, a combination of (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) leads to the estimate 

II 2.i II g+p,a, < 2C(llv ha, + l)[llfllo,@, + I u” Iz+s + I co Iz+J (3.7) 

From (3.6), (3.7), 

III 24 Illws,(T, < corllflls,a, + I u” lP+B + I co l*+sl 
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where C, depends only on ,k?, p, K, and on upper bounds of I/ ~&~r, 
I/ # /\a,~~, T. In particular, 

Repeating the same procedure for the rectangles (0, 1) x (T, 2~3, 

(0, 1) x (27, 37) ,...) we end up with estimate (3.3) where Cr = (1 f- Cojl+ET”Tl. 
Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, there exists a unique 
solution u E lP+-e(&) of (3.2) zulzich assumes boundary conditions (2.8) and 
initial conditions (2.6). 

Proof. The uniqueness follows immediately from (3.3). We will prove 
existence by the method of continuity. Consider the family of operators 

&[a] G pii - [(1 - A) K + hz,@x, t)] zi,, + Ay(.x, t) u,, 

where h is a real number. By S we denote the set of X for which the equation 
Lh[zl] = f (x, t) possesses a solution in B z+a(&) with boundary conditions (2.8) 
and initial conditions (2.6) for every f(x, t) E CR(&). We want to show 
that 1 E S. 

Note first that L,[zl] is the operator of heat conduction. Hence 0 E S. 
Suppose now that A, E S. Fix some A. For zt E B”+s(&) let v = V,+ be 

the solution of the equation 

(3.8) 

with boundary conditions (2.8) and initial conditions (2.6). Note that (3.8) 
is of the form (3.2), hence estimate (3.3) holds for an appropriate constant C, . 
Consider the sphere 

X = @ E B2+a(&-)/ III 24 Il/2t.B d 2CJlf Ila + I u” i2+B -i- I 6’ IB+BI) 

and let E = [2C,(j\ # Ija + 11 y/la - K)]-I. Using estimate (3.3) it is easy to 
show that if / X - A, I < E, then VA maps X into itself. Furthermore, if 

Ul , ug E x 

Thus V,, is a contraction and a unique fixed point 14 = Vhu exists in X. 
From (3.8) it f 11 o ows that this ZI satisfies the equation Ln[u] = f(x, t) with 
boundary conditions (2.8) and initial conditions (2.6). In other words X E- S 
and S is open. 
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Assume now that h E S. There exists (A,}, h, E S, X, --+ h as n -+ co. By 
u, E B2+B(&) we denote the solution of LA,[~] =f(x, t) with boundary 
conditions (2.8) and initial conditions (2.6). Using estimate (3.3) we can 
prove that {uJ is Cauchy in B2+a(&r). Let u, + 21, n -> co. It is easily seen 
that u is a solution of the equation Ln[u] = f(x, t) with boundary conditions 
(2.8) and initial conditions (2.6). In other words h E S and S is closed. 

Combining the above information we conclude that 1 E S. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let v(x, t) be a f&.&on on QT. Suppose that v(x, t) is Holder 
continuorls in t with exponent y. Furthermore, the partial derivative v~(x, t) 
exists and is Holder continuous in x with exponent 6. Then v.Jx, t) satisfies 
a Holder condition in t zoith exponent y6/(1 + S) and with a coefficient which 
can be estimated solely in terms of y, 6 and the Holder coeflcients of v in t 
and v, in x. The assertion is valid even if v is Lipschitz continuous in t and/or 
a, is Lipschitx continuous in x, proaided we set y = 1 and/or 6 = 1. 

Proof. See Ladyzenskaja and Ural’ceva ([6], II, Section 2). Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 3.4. For 7, B E (0, l), B%+n(&) 3 Bl+s(&). Moreover, the natural 
embedding of B2+$&) into B1+e($r) is compact. 

Proof. It is a corollary of Lemma 3.3 and the fact that the natural 
embedding of Bl+“(&) into Br+@(&), 0 < 0 < 5 < 1, is compact (e.g. [fl, 
p. 188). Q.E.D. 

Let /\ E [0, 11. By U, we denote the map 

u, : Bl++(&) --+ Bl++(&) 

which sends a function v E Bl+* (&) into the solution w(x, t) of the equation 

pzii = u,(vz , %> w,, + q(v, , %J %c + Af (3-9) 

satisfying boundary conditions (2.8) and initial conditions 

w(x, 0) = Au”(x), zqx, 0) = M(x). (3.10) 

On account of Lemma 3.2, w E B 2+(~/3)(&). Then estimate (3.3) and 
Lemma 3.4 imply that LrA is well defined and compact. 

LEMMA 3.5. For v in bounded sets of B1+*(gT), U,v is uniformly continuous 
in A. 

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of estimate (3.3) and Lemma 3.4. 
Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.6. For jixed A, U, is a continuous map 5f Bl+*(&) i&o itself, 

Proof. Fix v “,B;+iF) and set w E U,,v. Conisder any sequence (2112)) 

v, E Bl+*(&-), v, 1 v, n-t co. Let We = U,,z:, . Estimate (3.3) 
implies that w,~ is bounded in B2f(a’3) (I&). Then every subsequence of zc= 
contains a subsequence which is convergent in B2fB(&), 0 < ,5 < a/3. 
Since (3.9) admits a unique ~j;;t:, every convergent subsequence of 

2 -7 {wn> converges to w. Thus w, ------A w, n - co, and the continuity of U>. 
follows with the help of Lemma 3.4. Q.E.D. 

Let v(x, t) be a fixed point of the transformation z;T, for some X E [O? I$ 
The following Lemmas 3.7-3.9 provide a priori bounds of ZI. The constants 
144~ ) la& >*.., which enter in those lemmas, can be estimated a priori in 
terms of P, known bounds of 02, , u9, the initial conditions u”, tie, the body 
force f, and T. Explicit values for the M’s will be obtained in the course 
of the proofs. 

LEMMA 3.7. The function v(x, t) possesses a generalized derivative 
ii, EL2(QT). Moreover, 

-1 
max 1 r.o7n 0 

9(x, t) dx < A& . 

(3.11) 

Proof. For h f (0, T) and any function zu(x, t) defined on &, we set 

.zu&, t) = 
w(5, t + h) - w(x, t) 

h 9 t E [0, T - h]. 

From (3.9) we obtain 

pt.& = Uhz + I\fiL ) tE[O, T-h]. (3.13) 

With the help of the mean value theorem, the above equation may be written 
in the form 

@h = k&%h + ‘%&]z + xfh , tE[O,T--h] (3.14) 

where 02, , 6, stand for o,(p, q), u,(p, Q) evaluated at an appropriate point 
(p, q). We multiply (3.14) by ii, and we integrate over the rectangle 
Qt = (0, 1) x (0, t), 2 E (0, T - h], thus obtaining 
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Integrating (3.9) (with w E V) over (0, 1) x (T, r + k) and recalling the 
boundary conditions one obtains 

P j: [i)(x, T + h) - ti(x, T)] dx = h j” jIf(i, 6) dx d& 
7 

Hence, 

Applying the PoincarC inequality, 

tizdxd7 < cmax .’ h , p2 10,Tl j of2(X, T) dx + + j; j: ti:, dx dr. (3.16) 

From (3.15), (2.2), and the Cauchy inequality, 

Recalling (2.1) and using (3.16), 

t 1 

< N2 Sf *t 
0 0 

v;,~ dz d7 + $ 
J 1 

-‘f; dx dr + g pi j: f ‘(x, T) dx. 
0 0 

(3.17) 

Letting h go to zero we conclude that the generalized derivative i;, exists in 
Lz(QT). Moreover, in the place of (3.15), (3.17), and for t E (0, T], we have 

Q j;ii2dsj;+ j: j; [CT&$, + (T&~] dx dT = h 
J-f 

t ‘fkdxd7, (3.18) 
0 0 

t1 

-t < N2 
ss 

h 

0 0 
tiz2 dxdr f 2K o 

JS 
If2 dx dr + g gay j;f “(x, T) dx. o 

(3.19) 
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On the other hand, 

Thus (3.19) gives rise to an estimate of the form 

r’ 62(x, t) dx < TJ j” s’ irs2 dx d7 -1 M. 
-0 0 0 

Applying Gronwah’s inequality ([4], p. 24), 

With the help of the above bound, (3.19) immediately yields estimates of 
the type (3.11) (3.12). Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 3.8. 
11 

max 
J [%Tl 0 

7$&x, t) dx < nf3 ‘ (3.200) 

Proof. We multiply (3.9) by d,, and we integrate over (0, 1). Applying 
the Cauchy inequality and recalling (2.2) we obtain 

81 

or, using (2.1), (3.12), 

Combining the above estimate with 

.l 

J t 1 

1 
v&(x, t) dx < 2t irs dx dr i 2 uo2 dx 

0 i’s 22 0 0 s Q- “, 0 

and Gronwall’s inequality, we deduce (3.20). 

LEMMA 3.9. 

Q.E.D. 

(3.21) 
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Proof. From (3.11) (3.12) we derive the estimate 

s 

T 

C2(x, t) dt < 2TM2 + 2M; , t E [0, T]. 
0 

A combination of (3.22) with 

ti(x, t) = &O(x) + ,: fi(x, T) dr 

leads to 

(3.22) 

m-ax 1 ti(x, t)l 9 gy 1 ti”(x)l + (2TW12 + 2TMl)1/2, 
QT 

sup I 4j(x' ') - '(" t')l < (27'442 + 2&&)1/2 
j t - t' 11'2 

I 
O<t<t’dT 

x E [O, 11 

Similarly, from (3.20), (2.8) one obtains 

With the help of the above inequalities and Lemma 3.3 we deduce an estimate 

which implies (3.21) for 

Ill4 SE 1 u” IIt) + (1 + T + T5’6) 1M’. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Theorem 2.1 implies that 21 = 0 is the unique 
fixed point of the transformation U, . On account of Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, 3.9, 
and the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem [7], it follows that lJ, has a 
fixed point u E B1++(gT). From Lemma 3.7, ii, EJ%‘(&). 

It remains to show that u E B2fU(&).We already know that u E BB+(a/3)(~r). 
In particular, ti is Lipschitz continuous in t, and ti, is Lipschitz continuous 
in x. Then (Lemma 3.3) ti, is Holder continuous in t with exponent B. 
Thus o&, , z&), u&, , zi,) E Ca(&) in which case Lemma 3.2 implies that 
21 E B2fQT). Q.E.D. 

4. THE ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF SOLUTIONS 

In the present section we investigate the asymptotic stability of solutions 
of the equation (2.4) under boundary conditions (2.5) and initial conditions 
(2.6). For simplicity, we will assume that f(~, t) 2 0, q(t) c us(t) z 0 
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although the results may be extended to the general case provided that 
f(x9 t), ur(t), us(t) behave properly as t -+ KJ. The values of u”,(0), ~“~(1)~ 
#,(O), zPlc(l) may be different from zero, provided of course that they satisfy 
the compatibility conditions (2.7). 

Without loss of generality, we impose on the initial data the restrictions 

-1 

J ) 
1 

U”(X ax = 0, 
r ) 

P(x dx = 0 
0 ‘0 

(4.1) 

thus ruling out the trivial family of rigid motions. Integrating (2.4) on (0, 1) 
and taking account of (2.9, (4.1) we obtain 

s 

1 

u(x, t) dx = 0, t E [O, 03). (4.2) 
0 

Note that the function U(X, t) = cos(?rx) enPt is a solution of (2.4), (2.5) for 
u(u, ) ?i,) Es -2?r%, + 22, ) p FE 1. It follows that the conditions imposed so 
far on u(u, , ti,) are not sufficient to guarantee the asymptotic stability of 
solutions. Let us decompose u(p, Q) into an “elastic” and a “viscoelastic” 

paG 

a, d = a4 + 4P7 d 

where u”(p) = CJ(~, 0). We define the “elastic” energy by 

lt is clear that the existence and the nature of static solutions of the equation 
(2.4) depend exclusively on the form of the function u”(p) and especially 
on its roots. By (2.3), ~~(0) = 0. The p ro bl em of asymptotic stability is 
particularly interesting in the case where oe(p) possesses additional zeros. 

We now state the following assumption: There exists a number J such that 

qp) 2 J pE(-q 00). (4.3) 

Me will prove that the above condition together with our basic assumptions 
on u(p, 4) (Section 2, conditions l-3) guarantee that all solutions are 
asymptotically stable in an appropriate sense. 

We employ the boundary conditions (2.5) to determine the functions 
ud0, t), ~~(1, t), t E [0, CD). Let us denote by u(t) any one of the above two 
functions. We have 

““(zu) + u”(w, 25) = 0 (4.4) 

together with the initial condition w(O) = eu, , where zu, stands for uO,(O) or 
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uO,(I). It is easy to see that if ue(wO) < 0 (resp. ae(zuo) > 0) then the solution 
w(t) of (4.4) is an increasing (resp. decreasing) function which approaches 
the smallest (resp. the greatest) root of c”(p) which is greater or equal (resp. 
less or equal) to w. . If no such root exists, w(t) diverges to $-co (resp. -co), 
The “elastic” energy W(zu(t)) d ecreases steadily with time and tends to a 
finite value W, . 

From the above discussion it becomes evident that, in general, ZLJX, t) 
does not approach asymptotically a continuous function. It is even possible 
that u~(x, t) diverges to fco as t -+ co. On the contrary, it is plausible to 
expect that 6(x, t), Z&.(X, t), a(~, , z&J, are asymptotically stable. The following 
theorem justifies this expectation. 

THEOREM 4.1. The solution u(x, t) of equation (2.4) (f(x, t) = 0) satisfving 
boundary cmzditions (2.5) (u,(t) = ul(t) = 0) alld initial conditions (2.6), 

subject to (4. l), is asymptotically stable in the following sense: 

z&(x, t) L20 0, t--+co, (4.5) 

qx, t) L”0-G 0, tL+ co, (4.6) 

qx, t) cw-l 11 
- 0, t+co, (4.7) 

&e , %!> 
two 11 

+ 0, t-+-al. (4.8) 

Furthermore, Ji W(zcJx, t)) dx converges as t --f CO. 

Proof. We multiply (2.4) by zi and we integrate over the rectangle 

Qt z (0, 1) x (0, t), t E (0, ~0). An integration by parts yields 

j: [&xi2 + W(uJ] dx 11 + 11 il a”(~, , z&) zi, dx dT = 0. 

From (4.9), (2.1) and (4.3) we deduce, 

r 

1 
zis2(x, t) dx EG(O, 03). 

‘0 

We rewrite (3.18) for v = u, f = 0, X = 1, t E (0, CO): 

&+zdxI:+j; j: [u,zi,ii, + u,tiZ2] dx dr = 0. 

From (4.11), (4.2) and the Cauchy inequality one obtains 

(4.9) 

4.10) 

(4.11) 
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which implies that 

f 

1 
a*l&*(x, t) ax ELl(0, a). (4.12) 

0 

In particular, on account of (2.1), 

f’ l&*(x, f) dx ELl(0, co). 
- 0 

(4.13) 

From (4.13), (4.2), and the PoincarC inequality it follows that 

s 

1 
3(x, t) dx ELl(0, 00). (4.14) 

0 

On the other hand, (4.11), combined with (4.10), (4.12), implies that 
si ii”(x, “) dx is uniformly continuous on [0, co). Then (4.6) follows from 
(4.14). 

Note now that 

d .l 

J i 

1 

z, 
fizz dx = 2 zi,ii, dx EU(O, co). 

0 

Thus $J z&* dx is uniformly continuous on [0, c(3), in which case (4.10) 
implies (4.5). 

The assertions (4.7), (4.8) follow easily from (4.5), (4.6) and (2.4). 
Finally, from (4.9, (4.7) we deduce that lim,,, si W dx exists. Q.E.D. 
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